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ABSTRACT: PbTiO3-based compounds are well-known fer-
roelectrics that exhibit a negative thermal expansion more or
less in the tetragonal phase. The mechanism of negative
thermal expansion has been studied by high-temperature
neutron powder diffraction performed on two representative
compounds, 0.7PbTiO3�0.3BiFeO3 and 0.7PbTiO3�0.3Bi-
(Zn1/2Ti1/2)O3, whose negative thermal expansion is contra-
rily enhanced and weakened, respectively. With increasing
temperature up to the Curie temperature, the spontaneous
polarization displacement of Pb/Bi (δzPb/Bi) is weakened in
0.7PbTiO3�0.3BiFeO3 but well-maintained in 0.7PbTiO3�
0.3Bi(Zn1/2Ti1/2)O3. There is an apparent correlation
between tetragonality (c/a) and spontaneous polarization.
Direct experimental evidence indicates that the spontaneous
polarization originating fromPb/Bi�Ohybridization is strongly
associated with the negative thermal expansion. This me-
chanism can be used as a guide for the future design of
negative thermal expansion of phase-transforming oxides.

It is well-known that thermal expansion is a phenomenon for
instance due to the inherent anharmonicity of bond vibrations.

However, negative thermal expansion (NTE) over a certain tem-
perature range has been found for some materials, including
oxides, alloys, and so on.1�11 The discovery of NTE immediately
enabled possible routes for reducing the problems of thermal
expansion in various applications.2 To date, the nature of well-
studied NTE materials has been more correlated with the effect
of thermal vibrations of the framework materials, such as the
coupled rigid polyhedra in ZrW2O8

1,2 and the geometric flexibility
of metal�cyanide�metal linkages in Ag3[Co(CN6)].

3 However,
NTE in a considerable number of structures is convoluted with
nonvibrational effects such as contributions from bonding and
electrons.2c,5�8 Generally, the NTE is coupled with physical
properties, such as the magnetic transition for Invar alloys and
nanoparticles of CuO and Au5�7 and the change of valence state
in the transition-metal oxide LaCu3Fe4O12.

8 A well-developed
understanding of the origin of NTE in different types of materials
shows promise to enable even more applications.

PbTiO3 (PT) is a prototype ferroelectric with a spontaneous
polarization (PS) parallel to the polar direction of the c axis.
Compounds related to PT-based perovskites have been widely
used in the last half century in the fields of dielectrics, piezoelectrics,

ferroelectricities, and so on.12 Besides the above well-known
electronic properties, almost all tetragonal PT-based compounds
unconventionally exhibit NTE, which is rarely observed in other
perovskites.11 Furthermore, through the use of desirable sub-
stitutions for Pb or Ti cations, the coefficient of thermal expan-
sion (CTE) of PT can be widely controlled, almost covering the
range of CTEs previously reported for NTE oxides. Not only
large NTE but also nearly zero thermal expansion (ZTE) can
be realized over a wide temperature range. For example, the NTE
was enhanced in (1 � x)PbTiO3�xBiFeO3 (CTE = �3.92 �
10�5 �C�1 for x = 0.6)11c and (Pb1�xCdx)TiO3 (CTE =
�2.40� 10�5 �C�1 for x = 0.06),11d while near ZTE was achieved
in (1 � x)PbTiO3�xBi(Zn1/2Ti1/2)O3 (CTE = �0.60 �
10�5 �C�1 for x = 0.3)11a and (1 � x)PbTiO3�xBi(Ni1/2Ti1/2)O3

(CTE = 0.12 � 10�5 �C�1 for x = 0.2).11b Since significantly
different NTE behaviors exist in PT-based perovskites, an under-
standing of the mechanism of such behavior may prove to be a
useful tool in controlling NTE. It was expected that the tetra-
gonality (c/a) could indicate NTE, since c/a is correlated with
the lattice distortion; however, several exceptions where ZTE
unexpectedly coexists with large c/a have been found.11a Therefore,
an illumination of the NTE mechanism will help us consciously
control NTE and tailor thermal expansion. The NTE mechanism
was primarily understood according to our previous lattice dynamics
studies of the A1(1TO) soft mode representing the opposite vibra-
tion along the spontaneous polarization direction.11a However, no
direct evidence for themechanism ofNTEwas found. In the present
work, the temperature dependence of the structure was investigated
bymeans of high-temperature neutron powder diffraction (NPD) of
two representative PT-based compounds, 0.7PbTiO3�0.3BiFeO3

(PT�BF30) and 0.7PT�0.3Bi(Zn1/2Ti1/2)O3 (PT�BZT30),
which show enhanced NTE and ZTE, respectively. A strong
experimental correlation between the spontaneous polarization
and NTE was found for the PT-based ferroelectrics, which are
important branch of the NTE family.

The samples of PT�BF30 and PT�BZT30 were prepared by
a solid-state reaction using simple oxides (PbO, Bi2O3, ZnO,
Fe2O3, and TiO2) as precursors. Sample preparation details are
given in the Supporting Information (SI). High-temperature
NPD data were collected over an angular range of 10�130� at a
wavelength of 1.5359 Å on the Neutron Powder Diffractometer
(HB-2A) at theHigh Flux Isotope Reactor at Oak RidgeNational
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Laboratory. The structure was refined using FULLPROF Rietveld
refinement software by adopting the same initial model (P4mm,
No. 99) as for PT.13,14

PT�BF30 and PT�BZT30 belong to the perovskite-type
PbTiO3�BiMO3 [where M represents cation(s) with an average
valence of +3] family of materials, which were recently developed
as high Curie temperature (TC) and high-performance Bi-based
piezoelectrics.15�21 It is interesting to find some unexpected
structural properties due to the special strong hybridization of
Bi(6s)�O(2p) bonding and coupling between A-site and B-site
cations with strong ferroelectric activity.16,17 For example, c/a
and TC are abnormally enhanced in several systems (M = Fe,
Zn1/2Ti1/2, Zn1/2Zr1/2).

16,18,19 TC has also been shown to be
nonmonotonic with respect to the content of BiMO3 (M = Sc,
Mg1/2Ti1/2).

16,18,21 Moreover, their CTE behavior scatters dra-
matically, and the NTE mechanism is unclear because of the
strong dependence on composition.11 Among PT-based com-
pounds, PT�BF30 and PT�BZT30 exhibit similar enhanced
c/a and TC values (PT�BF30, c/a = 1.091 and TC = 565 �C;
PT�BZT30, c/a = 1.092 and TC = 650 �C).18,19 However, their
NTEs behave oppositely, being much enhanced in PT�BF30
(CTE = �2.38 � 10�5 �C�1) and weakened in PT�BZT30
(CTE =�0.60� 10�5 �C�1).11a,c Such a pronounced difference
in the NTE provides an opportunity to reveal the NTE mechan-
ism. The temperature dependence of the structures of PT�BF30
and PT�BZT30 was therefore studied by means of NPD.

The temperature dependence of the lattice parameters of
PT�BF30 and PT�BZT30 is shown in Figure 1a. These results
demonstrate that temperature strongly affects the c axis of
PT�BZT30 and PT�BF30, more dramatically affecting the
latter. In contrast, the a(b) lattice parameters increase but to a

smaller extent. Therefore, the unit cell volume (a2c) is dominated
by the c axis, which is also a common character for PT-based
compounds.11a According to the first-principles and experimen-
tal results, the relatively small temperature dependence of the
a(b) lattice parameters is related to the fact that the B-site Ti
cation is more strongly covalent with the four neighboring
oxygens O2 in the ab plane than with the two O1 oxygens
(O1�Ti�O1) along the c axis. The stiff Ti�O2 bonds make
compression and elongation in the ab plane energetically un-
favorable, while the bonds of the O1�Ti�O1 unit along the
c axis (i.e., the polar direction) are soft.22,23 As shown in
Figure 1b, a low NTE in PT�BZT30 and an enhanced NTE
in PT�BF30 are produced. It should be noted that the ceramic
sintering process is much influenced by their discrepant NTEs:
PT�BZT30 ceramics have better sintering characteristics be-
cause of the low thermal expansion, whereas it is too difficult to
sinter dense PT�BF30 ceramics because of the strong NTE.

Since the trend of the unit cell volume is considerably controlled
by the evolution of the c axis as a function of temperature, we used
the tetragonality (c/a) to trace the NTE. Figure 2 depicts the
temperature dependence of c/a for the two materials. The c/a
values are similar at room temperature (RT) but gradually separate
fromone another with increasing temperature. The larger decrease
of c/a for PT�BF30 results in enhanced NTE, which can be
demonstrated by comparison of Figures 1 b and 2.

It is well-known that lattice distortion can be described by the
tolerance factor t, which is defined as

t ¼ RA + RO
ffiffiffi

2
p ðRB + ROÞ

where RA,RB, and RO are the radii for the A, B, and oxygen atoms,
respectively. The values of t for PT�BF30 (t = 0.9974) and
PT�BZT30 (t = 0.9933) are very close. This could reasonably
account for their similar c/a values at RT. However, it fails to
explain the big difference in their c/a values at high temperatures,
such as 500 �C. What is the mechanism of NTE in the PT?
It is known that the large ferroelectric polarization of PT
originates from the unique strong hybridization of the Pb
6s and O 2p orbitals, resulting in the large lattice strain. Such
an A�O interaction is weak or ionic in other non-Pb com-
pounds, such as BaTiO3.

22 It is interesting to note that the

Figure 1. (a) Lattice parameters [a(b) axis and c axis] and (b) unit cell
volume of 0.7PbTiO3�0.3Bi(Zn1/2Ti1/2)O3 (PT�BZT30) and
0.7PbTiO3�0.3BiFeO3 (PT�BF30) as functions of temperature.

Figure 2. Tetragonality (c/a) and PS displacement of Pb/Bi (δzPb/Bi)
in PT�BZT30 and PT�BF30 as functions of temperature.
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NTE is a common property of tetragonal Pb-based com-
pounds but not of other non-Pb compounds. We believe that
there is a strong coupling between the spontaneous polariza-
tion and the NTE, which was preliminarily suggested by the
lattice dynamics results.11a

Here the spontaneous polarization displacement of Pb/Bi
(δzPb/Bi) was derived from the NPD refinement. δzPb/Bi is
defined as the distance from the Pb/Bi atom to the centroid
of the oxygen polyhedron. The refined values of δzPb/Bi as a
function of temperature are also shown in Figure 2. At RT, the
δzPb/Bi values for PT�BF30 (0.534 Å) and PT�BZT30 (0.525 Å)
are larger than that of pure PT (0.468 Å),13 suggesting enhanced
ferroelectricity due to the strong Pb/Bi�O hybridization and
coupling interactions from the B-site Fe, Ti, and Zn cations with
high ferroelectric activity.17 However, with increasing tempera-
ture, δzPb/Bi is influenced much differently by temperature.
It drops more rapidly for PT�BF30, which suggests that the
Pb/Bi�O hybridization is more weakened relative to that in
PT�BZT30. This reinforces the observation that the tempera-
ture evolution of δzPb/Bi scales linearly with the previously
reported Raman-active A1(1TO) mode, which represents the
opposite vibration along the polarization direction for both
PT�BF30 and PT�BZT30 (Figure S7 in the SI).24 Further-
more, the temperature-dependent polarization can be also
indicated by the variation of the four short Pb�O2 bonds, since
the Pb atom forms covalent bonds only with the four nearest-
neighbor oxygens.23 The Pb�O2 bonds elongate more quickly
as function of temperature for PT�BF30 (Figure S8), demon-
strating the more weakened Pb/Bi�O interaction and thus more
decreased δzPb/Bi.
As shown in Figure 2, it is apparent that there is a strong

coupling interaction between c/a and δzPb/Bi (i.e., between the
NTE and spontaneous polarization). With increasing tempera-
ture up to TC, δzPb/Bi decreases more rapidly for PT�BF30,
resulting in relaxation of the lattice strain and the strong NTE.
However, PT�BZT30 maintains the spontaneous polarization,
which produces a low thermal expansion.

Figure 3a shows the correlation between c/a� 1 and δzPb/Bi
2

for PT�BF30 and PT�BZT30. There is a strongly linear rela-
tionship between c/a � 1 and δzPb/Bi

2 that is distributed along
the straight line crossing to the coordinate origin. This relation-
ship is similar to the Landau theory relationship TC = RPS

2.16,21,25

With increasing temperature, PT�BF30 moves closer than PT�
BZT30 to the origin along the fitted straight line. The proximity to
the originmeansmoreweakened spontaneous polarization and thus
more enhanced NTE. The NTE of PT has a strong correlation to
the spontaneous polarization (Figure 3b).

The trend in Figure 3a can guide the design and control of
the NTE. For enhanced NTE, the spontaneous polarization
should change with temperature on a scale that is as large as
possible. A low thermal expansion could be achieved by decreas-
ing the range of spontaneous polarization variation as function of
temperature.

High-temperature NPD has been carried out to investigate the
structures of two representative compounds, PT�BF30 and
PT�BZT30, which show enhanced NTE and low thermal
expansion, respectively. The temperature dependence of c/a is
strongly coupled with the spontaneous polarization displace-
ment of Pb/Bi. Direct experimental evidence that the sponta-
neous polarization is strongly correlated to the NTE of PT-based
compounds has been found. The design of NTE in future studies
has also been suggested.
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